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: (Thonag Sbanes) 
28 December 4967 

“Dear Ton, 

* Thank you for sedding me the Garrison YPAA transcript, as Well as tly “copy of your letter to pavid Lifton, which j ereatly enjoyed and. admixed, ? I know next to nothing about movie cumeras and I have often beert bewlloored “by the whole debate launched by Harold VYelsberg about the spéecd Of the “'Zapruder cenera., I certainly agree with your reasoning with respect. to Barrett's apparent error and with the importance of the still-untesolved . puszle of the discrepant speed of the PRE reenactment’ film. 
oh AS you may know, I was assoclated with Tink Thommsonts book Art that, T “"rvead the ms, shortly before it went to Presse Although T regard the book “a8 a forceful and important contribution to the effort of exposing thé “Warren Report and establishing the facts about Dallas, I was ineyedulous _jand disturbed by Tink'g speculation about the stretehsr bullet, and’ “the | “"imocent" mamer of its deposit on the stretcher on ‘which it waw fourd -«L pleaded with Thompson, in writing as well ag verbally, to abandon thi » Awhole idea~—not only for the reasons you suggest in your letter ‘to. “ifton, but also because in posing the question of the dented cartridge ‘ease found with two other shells on the sixth floor but lacking. @ marking . found on every other Carcano-fiired shell, Thompson raises the Irresistible :.Amplication of a planted item of hard evidence , The. planting of thé shell, ‘Ver and above the case made long ago by yourself and. Harcus and others ‘for the Dlanting of the stretcher bullet, is a formidable ele to” the ° fabrication of the whole "evidence" in the case. JT was very disappointed “that Thompson, instead of pressing this, refused to relinquish his theory of souvenir-hinting (resting, as it does, on the very ‘questionable ant. , Uhsupported assertion that there was an abtempt to make a souvendk® of fPFK's undershirt, which the evidence Suggests he was not weariny:on that 3 day) » 

M%
 

vos. You may wish to consider Sending Tink a copy of your letter or ar that Bart of it that deals with his speculation on tho stretcher bullet. Perhaps “you have already done so, 
~ ] 

na As for Manchester: T was happy to see that Esquire avrardod hia bhe ‘distinction of designating him the mealymouth of the year; and Canrison, . 
the Loudmouth of the year. But Garrison has been moving rapidly ‘from ‘the merely grandiose and comical to the deliberately evil and conseiously ‘Upscrupulous, and is creabing a spectacle that is terrifyine as welll -as’ | 
‘SRaneful. You have no doubt seen the current Ramparts, wich iis over -ghory on "the Garrison Conaission." Seldom have T read such an endless “string of nit may bets! and "possibly's" and it ts likelyts" and warlations on these phrases; seldom have 7 read such a checkerboard of irrelevant) end @ubLous speculations » hawked under the pretence of coustitutin: a 'cases! Ramparts and Mill Turner, no less than Lifton, would benefit from the eg of your lovic, 7+ hope that you will find tins te write a critiqne:of « afticle: it is hish time for him and others Like him to ‘sober up from th romantic Ling with the Yew Orleans i.A. and to realise what an unconscionable démo sone and super-Specter they are hevo~vorshipping. : 

All ood wishes for 1968, 

eineeroly, ¢


